Wi-Fi Calling

What is Wi-Fi Calling?

Wi-Fi Calling enables communication over MIT’s wi-fi network when traditional cellular coverage is inadequate or unavailable.

Members of the MIT community, who have traditional cellular service from a carrier offering Wi-Fi Calling and a compatible device, may utilize MIT’s ubiquitous Wi-Fi network in areas within buildings where cellular coverage is poor.

Which carriers offer service and which devices are compatible?

AT&T

- Compatible iOS devices: iPhone 6, 6 plus, 6S, 6S Plus and later
  (iOS 9 required)
- Compatible Android devices: None

Sprint

- Compatible iOS devices: iPhone 5C, 5S, 6, 6 plus, 6S, 6S Plus and later
  (iOS 8.3 or higher is required)
- Compatible Android devices

T-Mobile

- Compatible iOS devices: iPhone 5C, 5S, 6, 6 plus, 6S, 6S Plus and later
  (iOS 8 or higher is required)
- Compatible Android devices: Check for compatible devices

Verizon

- Compatible iOS devices: iPhone 6, 6 plus, 6S, 6S Plus and later
- Compatible Android devices: Samsung Galaxy S6, S6 Edge

For Wi-Fi Calling details for any of the above services and devices, visit the Wi-Fi Calling page.